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The Crypto Coloring Bookby  While your Blockfolio account is mooning, you will be quietly coloring
away, and when it's lambo time, and all of your greasebag friends and naysaying a-holes (you understand,
the types who said you had been stupid and simply buying nerd money without real value only designed

for criminals and drug sellers  Bitcoin Ethereum Litecoin (named after his father)The Crypto Coloring
Publication is your one-stop, completely decentralized coloring book full of badass black-n-white huge-
sized coloring pages with all sorts of cool pictures and logos you can color to show the globe you are

basically smarter than they are.(Jamie Dimon, we're speaking with you)) are begging you for a handout,
you can rip out a coloring page, write what "Go -uck yourself" on the trunk, and mail it to them.#Bitcoin
#Ethereum #Ravencoin #Ripple #Lumens #moonshot #Omisego #BTC #ETH #RVN #XRP #XLM #OMG
#Cryptocurrency #lambo So while you're HODLing, viewing Bitcoin as well as your alts rip a fresh a-hole

in the fabric of space-time, discrete your tension with some coloring fun!
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